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Buy Arietta And Scherzo Sheet Music Composed by T. Schudel. For bassoon solo. Piano; Guitar; Instruments; Ensembles;


Thomas Schudel (b. 1937) Intrada for Scherzo for viola and piano; Augener. 2006); original for bassoon, piano and tape Hypnosis (in Another Room) for viola

Get this from a library! Arietta and scherzo : E clarinet and piano. [Paul Koepke]
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Exemplaire imprim et reli Ariette and scherzo for bassoon and piano de Thomas Schudel (Partition et Parties)
John Vana Deon Nielson Price, Augury [alto sx, vn, pno]
John Vana Thomas Schudel Scherzo [SATB or SSTB Brian Ayscue Saxophone
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